Abstract: Frequency-bin encoding has emerged as a promising approach for fiber-and chipcompatible quantum information processing. We overview the basic theory and experiments, as well as offer perspectives on opportunities for continued advances. Introduction.-In photonic quantum information processing (QIP), polarization and path encodings have led the way for experimental realization of basic functionalities [1] . Yet polarization's inherently limited two-dimensional Hilbert space, as well as the need for stable and nested interferometers in spatial encodings, suggest value in exploring alternative degrees of freedom. In particular, time-frequency properties present significant potential; time-frequency modes are inherently high-dimensional (in principle infinite), can exist within a single spatial mode, and are compatible with established multiplexing and modulation techniques in classical lightwave communications. Such time-frequency encodings can be divided into three general categories: (i) time bins [2], (ii) frequency bins [3] , and (iii) pulsed modes [4] , which emphasize, respectively, temporal, spectral, and both temporal and spectral properties.
(CNOT) has recently been realized: operating in the coincidence basis, this CNOT utilizes a three-component QFP and can flip the frequency of one photon contingent on that of the other [12] .
Currently, then, a universal set of gates has been demonstrated for spectral LOQC. Further extensions in the parallel frequency dimension should generally be straightforward (limited only by total optical bandwidth), although increasing the circuit depth (number of components) remains challenging due principally to insertion loss. Notwithstanding, applications for the current QFP generation are already coming to light. For example, analog quantum simulations of subatomic physics have been conducted, where the QFP's natural frequency parallelization expands the available dimensionality and speeds up the minimization routine [13] .
Challenges.-The hurdles faced in sustaining the rapid pace of frequency-bin QIP encompass both theoretical and practical challenges. On the theory side, there remains a need to develop analytical decomposition procedures. While general arguments for the efficient decomposition of unitary matrices have been established [3] , spectral LOQC lacks a concrete recipe (à la Reck [14] ) for constructing a given unitary from fundamental EOM and pulse shaper operations. The approaches thus far employ numerical solvers to identify implementations of the unitary describing the entire desired quantum circuit-this enjoys the advantage of global optimality, but lacks procedures for designing new circuits analytically from smaller building blocks.
From a more practical perspective, exploiting high-speed AWGs for complex temporal waveforms would facilitate even better gate performance that what has been achieved; given the availability of AWGs with sample rates approaching 100 GS/s, this certainly seems feasible in the near future. Yet perhaps the most conspicuous challenge on the technical side is insertion loss. The use of off-the-shelf telecom equipment has facilitated swift demonstrations of basic QIP primitives, but leaves much to be desired in terms of throughput [10] . However, such loss is technical in nature and can in principle be eliminated entirely. On-chip integration in particular seems primed for significant improvements, with recent EOMs [15] and ring-resonator-based pulse shapers [16] suggesting three-element QFPs with <3 dB loss, and even better performance as on-chip photonics continues to mature.
